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On Ground-Confluence of Term Rewriting Systems 
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It is undecidable whether or not a finite Noetherian term rewriting system is 
ground-confluent. This undecidability result holds even when systems involving 
only unary function symbols and one constant are being considered, or when left- 
linear or right-linear monadic systems are being considered. On the other hand, if 
all right-hand sides of rules of a finite Noetherian rewriting system R are either 
ground terms or proper subterms of the corresponding left-hand sides. then it is 
decidable whether or not R is ground-confluent. fb 1990 Academic PI~SS. IIIC. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Knuth and Bendix (1970) gave a test for checking the confluence (or 
Church-Rosser) property of a Noetherian (or finitely terminating) term 
rewriting system. Based on this test, they also described a procedure which 
often generates an equivalent Noetherian and confluent (also called canoni- 
cal or complete) system from the original term rewriting system. This 
procedure is usually referred to as the Knuth-Bendix completion 
procedure. A complete term rewriting system possesses nice properties 
including the one that every congruence class of terms induced by the 
rewriting system has a unique normal form. Because of this property, there 
has been considerable interest in complete term rewriting systems and the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure due to their applications in 
automated theorem proving, solving of word problems, analysis and 
reasoning about abstract data type specifications, etc. 

There are, however, examples of Noetherian term rewriting systems that 
are not confluent and which cannot be completed in a finite number of 
steps (Kapur and Narendran, 1985). On the other hand, the requirement 
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that a Noetherian term rewriting system be confluent is too strong in many 
applications; it often sufftces to have canonical forms just for the con- 
gruence classes of ground-terms (terms without any variables). Such term 
rewriting systems are called ground-confluent, and they are the subject of 
this paper. For instance, for proving equations by induction using the 
so-called inductionless induction approach (called “proof by consistency” 
in Kapur and Musser, 1984), it is sufficient to check that the congruence 
relation on ground-terms is not altered by the equation, say e, = ez, being 
proved; such a check can be made by first ensuring that the original system 
is ground-confluent and then verifying that e, and ez are ground-joinable in 
the original system. Similarly, a function has the sufficient completeness 
property on a given set of constructors in a given equational theory, if every 
congruence class of ground-terms containing that function also includes a 
ground-term purely in terms of constructors. To guarantee this property it 
is sufficient that the system is ground-confluent and that canonical forms of 
ground-terms are entirely built from constructors. This approach can also 
be used to determine a set of constructors among a given set of functions. 
Significance of the ground-confluence property in relation to proving 
properties by induction and the sufficient completeness property has been 
pointed out in, among others (Padawitz, 1980; Remy, 1982; Goebel, 1985; 
Jouannaud and Kounalis, 1986; Kapur, Narendran, and Zhang, 1986a; 
Kuechlin, 1986; Fribourg, 1986). The role of the ground-confluence 
property in conditional term rewriting is discussed in (Zhang and Remy, 
1985). 

Unfortunately, the test for ground-confluence is in general much harder 
than the test for confluence for a Noetherian rewriting system. We prove it 
to be undecidable even for certain simple subclasses of term rewriting 
systems, namely for term rewriting systems with only unary function 
symbols and one constant, and for monadic term rewriting systems as in 
(Gallier and Book, 1985). The former undecidability result is derived from 
a result about Church-Rosser Thue systems (string rewriting systems), and 
the latter is derived by a direct reduction from a modified version of the 
Post Correspondence Problem. However, we also prove a positive result; we 
show that it is decidable whether or not a finite Noetherian term rewriting 
system, in which every rule is such that its right-hand side is either a 
ground-term or a proper subterm of its left-hand side, is ground-confluent. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let F be a finite set of function symbols, each f E F having a fixed arity 
a(f) EN, and let V be a countable set of variables. As usual, the function 
symbols of arity 0 will be called constants. Then T= T(F, V) denotes the 
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free term algebra generated by F and V, and G = T(F, a) denotes the set 
of ground-terms over F. The depth d(t) of a term t E T is defined inductively 
as follows: d(t) = 0 if t E V or t E F with c(( t) = 0, i.e., if t is a variable or a 
constant, and d(t)= 1 +max{d(t,), d(tz), . . . . d(t,)) if t=f(t,, t,, . . . . t,), 
where fe F with cc(f)=n, and f,, t,, . . . . t, E T. Obviously, G# @ if and 
only if F contains at least one constant. In the following we shall only be 
dealing with sets of function symbols F containing at least one constant. 

A term rewriting system R on T is a set of pairs of terms 
R= ((li,ri)li~Z} such that, for all (I, r) E R, if a variable v E V occurs in r, 
then it also occurs in 1. A term rewriting system R induces a single-step 
reduction relation aR on T, the reflexive transitive closure of which is the 
reduction relation =i induced by R, and the reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive closure of which is the congruence HZ generated by R. As usual 
R is called Noetherian, if there is no infinite chain of reductions 
t,*. t, ==-R tl*R..., it is called confluent, if for ail t,, t,, t, E T, t, 32 t, 
and t, *z t, imply that t, *z t, and t, *g t4 for some t4 E T, and it is 
called canonical or complete, if it is both Noetherian and confluent. 

If R is complete, then every congruence class [tlR modulo +-+f contains 
a unique irreducible term, which can then be taken as the normal form of 
its class. 

In general it is undecidable whether or not a finite term rewriting system 
R is Noetherian (Huet and Lankford, 1978), and it is undecidable whether 
or not it is confluent (Bauer and Otto, 1984). However, if R is Noetherian, 
then its confluence can be checked by considering its critical pairs (Knuth 
and Bendix, 1970). 

Here we are interested in the following decision problem: 

INSTANCE: A finite Noetherian term rewriting system R on T= T(F, V). 

QUESTION: Is R ground-confluent? 

A term rewriting system R on T= T(F, V) is called ground-confluent if, for 
all ground-terms t, E G = T(F, a), the following condition holds: whenever 
t, =X t, and t, *s t,, then there exists a term t, such that t,az t4 and 
f, $2 rd. Observe that since t , is a ground-term, also t2, t3, and t, are 
ground-terms. Thus, we are actually dealing only with the reduction rela- 
tion *i restricted to ground-terms. Before turning to the above decision 
problem, we want to derive a characterization for ground-confluent 
systems. 

For t E T, V(t) denotes the set of variables occurring in t. Two terms 
u, v E Tare called joinable, if they have a common descendant modulo =-g, 
and they are called ground-joinabfe, if rr( u) and a(v) are joinable for each 
ground-substitution g: V(u) u V(v) + G. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian term rewriting system on T. R is 
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ground-confluent tf and only if, for each critical pair (u, v) of R, u and v are 
ground-joinable. 

The proof of this theorem is essentially parallel to the one showing that 
a Noetherian system is confluent if and only if each of its critical pairs is 
joinable. Here it is enough to notice that whenever we apply a rule (l, r) E R 
to some ground-term t, then we actually substitute o(l) by a(r) for some 
ground-substitution cr. 

In order to check for ground-confluence it is sufficient to concentrate on 
those critical pairs of R that are not joinable, since if a critical pair (u, v) 
of R is joinable, then (u, v) is in particular ground-joinable. The converse, 
however, does not hold in general as shown by the following example. 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let F = {L g, c >, where f and g are unary function sym- 
bols, and c is a constant, and let R be the following term rewriting system 
R = {f(g(f(x))) -, g(f(g(x))), f(c) -+ c, g(c) + c}. Using the result of 
(Kapur and Narendran, 1985) it can be shown that R has no equivalent 
finite complete rewriting system, i.e., there does not exist a finite complete 
rewriting system R, on T= T(F, V) such that the congruences c--)X and 
+-+z, coincide. But R is ground-confluent, since f(c) =X c and g(c) -s c 
implying that all ground-terms reduce to c. 

3. RESULTS 

While it is very easy to show that the system R given in the above 
example is ground-confluent, it turns out that it is undecidable in general 
whether or not a finite Noetherian term rewriting system is ground- 
confluent. More exactly, we have the following undecidability results. 

THEOREM 3.1. There is a finite set F consisting only of unary function 
symbols and one constant such that the following problem is undecidable in 
general: 

INSTANCE: A finite Noetherian term rewriting system R on T= T(F, V). 

QUESTION: Is R ground-confluent? 

A term t is called linear if it contains no variable twice. A term rewriting 
system R is called left-linear if, for each rule (1, r) E R, 1 is a linear term; it 
is called right-linear if, for each rule (1, r) E R, r is a linear term; and it is 
called linear, if it is both left-linear and right-linear. Since a term rewriting 
system R containing no function symbol f of arity a(f) > 2 is linear, we 
immediately obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. It is undecidable in general whether a finite, Noetherian, 
and linear term rewriting s+vstem is ground-confluent. 

A term rewriting system R is called monadic, if for each rule (I, r) E R, r 
is a term of depth at most 1. 

THEOREM 3.3. (a) It is undecidable in general whether or not a finite, 
Noetherian, left-linear, and monadic term rewriting system is ground- 
confluent. 

(b) It is undecidable in general whether or not a finite, Noetherian, 
right-linear, and monadic term rewriting system is ground-confluent. 

So ground-confluence is undecidable even for rather restricted classes 
of term rewriting systems. On the other hand, we do at least have the 
following decidability result. 

THEOREM 3.4. The following problem is decidable: 

INSTANCE: A finite Noetherian term rewriting system R with the property 
that, for each rule (1, r) E R, r is either a ground-term or a 
proper subterm of 1. 

QUESTION: Is R ground-confluent? 

In the rest of the paper we present proofs for these results. 

4. AN UNDECIDABILITY RESULT FOR FINITE CHURCH-R• SSER THUE SYSTEMS 

Let r be a finite alphabet, let S 4 r, let fz = l-u {S 1, and let S be a Thue 
system on Sz satisfying: 

V(Z,r)ES:l,rEf*ur*{$}, and if lEr*($}, then also rEr*($). 

If each letter a E r is interpreted as a unary function symbol a( .), and $ is 
interpreted as a constant, then the words from f * correspond to the non- 
ground-terms from T(Q, ix}), while the words from r*(S) correspond to 
the ground-terms from T(0, 0). In particular, the above property of the 
Thue system S ensures that S can be interpreted as a term rewriting system 
on T(R, V). 

Two words x, y E r* are called right equivalent modulo S, if xw$ t+$ yw$ 
holds for each w E f *. The right equivalence problem for S (REP(S)) then 
is the following decision problem: 

INSTANCE: Two words x, y E r*. 

QUESTION: Are x and y right equivalent modulo S? 
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We claim that this problem is undecidable in general even when finite 
length-reducing and confluent string rewriting systems are considered. 
These systems are called Church-Rosser Thue systems in (Book, 1982). 

THEOREM 4.1. There exists a finite Church-Rosser Thue s.vstem S such 
that the problem REP(S) is undecidable. 

Proof: Let Z be a finite alphabet and L G Z* be recursively 
enumerable, but not recursive. Then there exists a single-tape Turing 
machine M= (Q, C,, 6, q,,, q<,) that accepts L. Here Q is a finite set of 
states containing the initial state q,, and the halt state qU, C, = .Zu {b}, 
where b is a new letter, the blank symbol for M, and 6: (Q - {qU}) x 21b + 
Q x (C, u (L, R}), is the transition function of M, where the symbols L 
and R stand for left and right, respectively. This notation for Turing 
machines is essentially the one of (Lewis and Papadimitriou, 1981). 
Observe that A4 halts if and only if it enters state qU. 

Let 2; be an alphabet in one-to-one correspondence to Z, such that 
C, n C; = @, and let h,, h,, h2, d, #, 0, $ be seven additional symbols. 
WedefineT:=C,uZ:,uQu(h,,h,,h,,d, #,O},andR:=fu{$}. 

Now we define a finite rewriting system S on CZ? that simulates the 
stepwise behavior of M. To do so a configuration uqv (a, u E Z,*, q E Q) of 
A4 is encoded as h,u-qr;h,h,, where -: .Z,* +C;* is the obvious 
homomorphism. Thus the alphabet Cd is used to distinguish between 
those symbols to the left of M’s head position and those to the right of M’s 
head position. Further, h, serves as a left marker, while the word h,h, 
serves as a right marker. The word h, h, of length 2 is used here instead of 
a single letter to ensure that all the rules of S are length-reducing. Finally, 
the letter d will be used as an “enable” symbol to bound the number of rule 
applications possible, the letter # will be used to erase certain symbols, 
and the letter 0 will act as a zero element on r*. In addition to the rules 
that enable S to simulate the stepwise behavior of M, S will also contain 
some rules to deal with descriptions of non-halting configurations of A4 for 
which no further step of A4 can be simulated due to the lack of “enable” 
symbols d. 

S contains the following three sets of rules: 

(a) Rules to simulate M: 

qisk da’--* q,s/ if s(qi7 Sk) = (qj, S/l 

q,h,h,dd+q,s,h,h, if S(qi, b) = (qj, s,) 

qisk dd + s; qj if &q,, Sk) = (q,, R) 

qih,h,dd+b-q,h,h, if S(qj, b)= (qi, R) 
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St qiSk dd + qjsIsk if 6(q,, sk) = (qj, L), for all sIP EC; 

s; qih, h, dd + q,s,h, hz if 6(q,, b) = (qj, L), for all sr EC,- 

h,q,s, dd + h,qjbsk if &q,, Sk) = (q,, L) 

hoqjh, h> dd+ hOq;bh, h2 if &q,, b) = (q,, L) 

sisj dd + si dsi for all S~EC,U {h,), sj~Zb 

s; dsj dd + s; ddsj for all S~EZ,U (h,}, si~Cb 

s;h,h, dd+s;dh,h, for all si E C, 

sidh,h,dd+s,ddh,hz for all SUEZ,. 

(b) Rules to clear the initial configuration of M: 

#dd+d# 

# $-+$ 

# ab+O for a,bEr-{##,O}, ab#dd 

# a$-+O$ for aET-{#,O} 

Oa+O for all aET 

aO-+O for all a E IY 

(c) Rules to destroy non-accepting configurations: 

h,h,$+O$ 

h,h,d$+O$. 

The letter d is used in the rules of group (a) to restrict the number of 
simulation steps that can be performed by S. The last four rules of (a) shift 
d’s to the left. Observe that a d can be shifted left across a letter s, E Z, or 
a word h, h, only if a letter si or a word sjd with s, E C, u {h2) is preceding 
sj or h, h2, respectively. Each simulation step costs two d’s, while each shift 
costs one d. 

Obviously, S is finite and length-reducing, for each rule (I, Y) ES, 
r,I~r*ur*{$}, and if 1Ef*{$}, then also rsT*{$}. 

CLAIM 1. S is confluent. 

ProoJ Since the Turing machine A4 is deterministic, there are no over- 
laps between rules from group (a). The only overlaps between rules from 
(a) and rules from (b) involve the rules # ab -+ 0, Oa -+ 0, and a0 + 0. 
Obviously, all the resulting critical pairs resolve to 0, since 0 acts as a zero 
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element on r*. There also are a few overlaps between rules of group (b) 
and rules from (b) and (c), but it can be checked easily that all the 
resulting critical pairs resolve. Thus, S is in fact confluent. 1 

CLAIM 2. IJ’ .K E L, then there is a word w E r* such that 
h,,q,xh, h, # M’$ 04,; Ow$. 

ProoJ Let I E L. Then qOx *$ uq, v for some words u, v E C,*, 
v = a, az . a,,, with a,, a,, . . . . a,,, EC,, and m > 0. Hence, there is an integer 
k > 1 such that h,qOxh,h, d” -+.T h,u-quvh,h,, where only the rules from 
(a) are used. Thus, we have the following reduction sequence: 

h,q,xh,h, # d2k+2”+3$ 

-; h,q,xh,h, dk+‘m+2$ using rules 1 and 2 of (b) 

+z h,u~q,vh,hzd2m’2$=hou~q,a,a2~~~a,,h,h~d’m’Z$ 

-z hOupq,al d2a2 d2...a,,, d’h,h, d4$=: z 

using the last four rules of (a). 

Since q, is the halt state of M, z is irreducible. On the other hand, 
0d’k+2m+‘$ -+; 0$ #z. Thus, h,q,xh,h, # d2k+‘m+‘$ +$ 0d2kiZm+3$. m 

On the other hand we have the following result. 

CLAIM 3. Let XEC*. If x# L, then for all WEE *, h,,qOxh, hz # B$ ++.G 0~9. 

Prooj Let ,Y E C* - L. Since for MJE r*, Ow$ -4 O$, it is sufficient to 
show that hOqOxh, h2 # w$ -z OS for all WE r*. 

If MI $ {d, # }*, then # 14 -+f 0$ by using the rules of (b), and so 
h,q,xh, hz # w$ -: OS So let w  E {d, # ) *. Now # w$ either reduces to 
O$, in which case we are done, or # w$ -+ z dk$ for some k > 0. So assume 
that # ~6 +z dk$, and hence, that h,q,xh,h, # w$ --+z h,q,xh,h, dk$. 

Since x $ L, A4 does not halt on input x, i.e., using the rules of (a), 
S can use up all of dk. Hence, h,q,xh,h, dk$+z h,u-qa, dEla2dEZ... 
a, demhlh2 dEm+‘$, where qE Q- {qO}, up E (L;)*, a,, a2, . . . . a,ECb, and 
& ,,E~ ,..., E,+,E(O, 1) with q0x*&uqa,a2... a,. Now one of the rules 
of (c) is applicable, and hence, h,u-qa, d”’ . ..a.,, d”- h,hz d”*+‘$ +s 
h ~ ou qa, d”’ . ..a.,, dcmO$ -.; 0% 1 

Thus, we have the following property: 

For all .YE.X*. x$ L if and only if, for all WET*, h,q,.uh, h> # w$ ++~~OW$. 
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Since this property is undecidable due to the choice of L, the problem 
REP(S) is also undecidable. 1 

Using results of (Otto, 1986) it can be shown, however, that the problem 
REP(S) is decidable for each finite monadic and confluent string rewriting 
system. 

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 

Let S be the finite Church-Rosser Thue system on Tu ($1 constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall present a construction that, for each 
pair of words U, UE r*, yields a finite Noetherian term rewriting system 
R,. I, such that R, I, is ground-confluent if and only if uw$ -g VU’S holds for 
all U’E r*. Obviously, Theorem 3.1 then follows. 

Let F, = Tu { $}, where cl(f) = 1 for f E r, and a(%) = 0, i.e., each letter 
f~ r is interpreted as a unary function symbol, while $ is interpreted as a 
constant. There is a l-to-l correspondence between the words from r* and 
the terms from T(F,, {x}) containing a fixed variable x, and there is a 
l-to-l correspondence between the words from r*‘,S] and the ground 
terms G, = T(F,, 0). 

Let R denote the term rewriting system on T, = T(F,, V) corresponding 
to the Thue system S on Tu {$}. As can be checked easily, R contains 
depth-reducing rules only implying that R is Noetherian, and R is con- 
fluent. 

Finally, let F= F, u it,+}, where 4 is an additional unary function 
symbol, let U, u E r*, and let R,, L, = R u {&x) + U(X), d(x) + V(X)}. Then 
R,, c is a finite term rewriting system on T = T( F, I’) that can be easily con- 
structed from u and v, and R,. L’ is easily shown to be Noetherian. Since 4 
is a new function symbol not occurring in any rule of R and since critical 
pairs of a term rewriting system are only computed at non-variable 
occurrences, R,,,, has at most one critical pair that is not joinable: 
(u(x), 4-y)). 

It remains to prove that R,, is ground-confluent if and only if 
uw$tt; VW$ holds for all WET*. First, assume that R,,, is ground- 
confluent. Then, by Theorem 2.1, a(u(x)) and a(u(x)) are joinable for each 
ground-substitution cr: (x) --+ G = T(F, 0). In particular, this implies that 
uw($) and VW($) are joinable modulo R,, for each WEE*, which in turn 
implies that uw$ -z vw$ for each UJE r*. 

On the other hand, if UM$ -$ UM~$ holds for all UIE r*, then uw($) and 
UN($) are joinable modulo R for all w  E r*, since R is confluent. Let 
0: {x} + G be a ground-substitution. If a(x) E G, = T(F,, a), i.e., 
a(x) = w(S) for some )VE r*, then D(u(.Y)) = ZIM$$) and o(D(I)) = uw($) are 
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joinable modulo R, i.e., the critical pair (cr(u(x)), a(u(x))) is joinable 
modulo R,,, . 

If a(x)$G,, then a(x)=w,~w,...~w,+,($) for some k> 1, MJ~, w2, . . . . 
w~+~EI-*. Now ~(u(x))=uwl~w2...~w~+,($)~~~,~uw,uw2...uwI,+1($) 
and (~(u(x))=uw,~w~~~~~w~+~($)~~~,~uw~uw~~~~uw~+~($) by applying 
rule 4(x) + u(x) k times to each of these terms. Let z: {x) + G, be the 
ground-substitution mapping x onto wi uwz . uwk + ,($) E G, . Then by the 
argument given above, (z(u(x)), r(v(x))) is joinable modulo Rub,. Thus, in 
each case a(u(x)) and c(u(x)) are joinable modulo R,,. Since this holds for 
each ground-substitution (T, it follows that R,,, is ground-confluent. 

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3 

In the following we shall effectively reduce a modified version of the Post 
Correspondence Problem (MPCP) to the problem of deciding whether or 
not a finite monadic term rewriting system is ground-confluent. Here 
MPCP is the following decision problem: 

INSTANCE: Two finite lists A = (u,, u2, . . . . u,) and B = (II,, II,, . . . . u,) of 
words from C + such that, whenever ui, uil . uik = ui, oi, . . ulk 
for some integers i,, i2, . . . . ik E { 1, 2, . . . . n), then i, = 1 and 
i, = n. 

QUESTION: Does (A, B) have a solution, i.e., does there exist a (possibly 
empty) sequence i,, i,, . . . . ik E (2, 3, . . . . n - 1 )- such that 
~~IUi,UQ” ~U;,U,=U,Ui,v;~...ui~Un? 

Since the halting problem for Turing machines can be reduced to this 
problem, MPCP is undecidable in general (cf. e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 
1979). 

Now let (A, B) be an arbitrary instance of MPCP, where 
A = (u,, u2, . . . . u,}, B= {ul, v2, . . . . v,} cC+, and let F= {f, g,, g,, . . . . g,,, 
Iz,&,$, #}u(aluEz), where a(&) = a($) = c(( # ) = 0, ~(a) = cl(gi) = 1, 
aeC, i=1,2 ,..., n, cc(h) = 2, and cc(f) = 4. The basic idea is to present a 
potential solution ii, i2, . . . . i,e (2, 3, . . . . n - 1). of (A, B) through the 
ground-term ~(u,,u,~~..u+,,u,$$), gi,g,?.‘. gi,gn($), VilVi2...UtrnUn($), #). Thus, 
function symbol gi represents the index ig { 1, 2, . . . . n} (1 6 id n), &, $, and 
# are various constants, and the function symbol h will be used to create 
exactly one unresolved critical pair. 

The construction will proceed in two stages. First we shall construct a 
finite monadic system R which is linear and confluent. Then by introducing 
certain additional rules we shall obtain a finite monadic and left-linear 
system R, that is ground-confluent if and only if (A, B) has no solution; by 
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introducing different additional rules we shall obtain a finite monadic and 
right-linear system R, that is ground-confluent if and only if (A, B) has no 
solution. 

The system R itself contains two sets of rules R, and R2. The rules in R, 
simulate the given instance (A, B) of MPCP, while the rules in R, are 
essentially chosen in such a way as to ensure that ground-terms that are 
not of the form ~(u~,u,, 

“‘UimUn($)> gilgq...gtmgn($)3 ui~“i~“‘uimOn(~)~ # 1 

are reduced to the constant &. In what follows let s, y, z, and u denote 
distinct variables: 

The system R, contains the following rules: 

f(u,b), g,(y), u,(=), # )+.0x, Y, --3 $), 

f(“i(-x)* g;(Y), vi(z)5 $) +ftx3 J’, z3 $) for i= 2, 3, . . . . n - 1, 

f(%(%), g,($), &I($)? $) + $. 

The system R, is of the form R2= R,u R, u VI= 1 (R,L,u R,) u 
R,uR-. C,I 

R, contains the rules 

f(&4Y)>--,U)-t& for all aEZ, 

f(x, &, 2, u) + &, 

fk $3 z-, u) -+ & 

f(-? #, z-, u) + &, 

fk &(4Y)), 27 VI-+& 

.0x, gn(g,(Y)h =3 0) -+ & 

fb, g,(&), ;3 0) + &, 

.0x, g,( # 1, -?> 0) + &. 

for all a E Z, 

for all I= 1, 2, . . . . n, 

R, contains, for all i = 1, 2, . . . . n, the rules 

f(x, g,(y), 23 a(u)) + & for all a6Z, 

.k g;(y), z* g,(u)) 4 & for all j= 1, 2, . . . . n, 

n-5 g,(y), z, &) + & 

and the rules 

Ax, g,(Y), z3 # I-+ & for all i = 2, 3, . . . . n, 

fk g,(y), 2, $) + &. 
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Let in (1,2 ,..., n}, and let ~~=a~a,~~~a~~,a~,a~ ,... ,u,EC. For 

j= 1,2 , . . . . li, let ui,j = a, a, . . -a,- I. Then, for all j= 1, 2, . . . . l,, R,, contains 
the rules 

f("i,j(&T/(-x))2 g,(Y), z5 u) +& for all I= 1, 2, . . . . n, 

fb,jkw)~ S,(Y)? I, VI + & for all a E C - { aj), 

f(%,j(&), g,(y), 2, 0) + &, 

f(“i, j(S), g,(Y)2 -‘, ‘I--+ &3 

f(%,( # 1, g,(y), => VI + &> 

and the system Ru, contains the rules 

f(%(g,(*~))5 &L(Y)2 -?? 0) -+ & for all I= 1, 2, . . . . n, 

f(%(4X)), &l(Y)? z, 0) -+ & for all UEZ, 

f(%(&L g,(y), z, VI + &, 

f(%( # ), g,(y), z, u) + 6%. 

Analogously the subsystems R, (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) and R”; are defined. Then 
R = R, u R, is a finite monadic term rewriting system containing linear 
rules only, and obviously R can be easily constructed from (A, B). Further, 
R is Noetherian, and it is also confluent as can be checked easily. 

To obtain the system R, we introduce the following additional rules: 

Then R, is a finite monadic term rewriting system that is left-linear, that 
is easily obtainable from (A, B), and that is Noetherian. 

LEMMA 6.1. R, has exactIy one unresolved critical pair: (f(x, y, x, # ), 
8~). In particular, R, is not confluent. 

This result follows immediately from the facts that R is confluent and 
that the function symbol h does not occur in any rule of R. 

LEMMA 6.2. If (A, B) has a solution, then R, is not ground-confluent. 

Proof. If i, , i,, . . . . i, is a solution of (A, B), then the term h(u, ui, u,~. . 
u~~u,($), g,gi,gi,...gikg,,($)) reduces to & as well as to $ modulo R,. 1 

It remains to prove the reverse implication. For doing so we need the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let t,, t,, t,, tqe T(F- if, h), 0). Thenf(t,, t2, t,, t4)=; 
& or.flt,, t2, t,, f4) =X $. 

Proof: Let t,, t,, t,, t,E T(F- if; hJ, @), i.e., t,, t,, t,, t, are ground- 
terms not containing any occurrences of the function symbols f and h. By 
case analysis one can verify 

f(t,, t27 t3, f4) PR? & 

only if tr=~;(t,~), t2=gi(tT), t3=uj(t,), and t,=$ 
for some in (2, 3, . . . . n - 11, 

or tl=u,(t;), t2=g,(t;), t,=u,(t; ), and t4= #, 

or t, =u,(S), t2= g,,(S), t, =u,(%), and t,=$. 

However, in these cases f(r,, t,, t,, t4)=sR,f(t;-, t;, t;,$) if i<n, 
or f(t,, t,, t,, t4)aR, $ if i=n. Inductively, we obtain that 
f(fl, t2, t3, fJ=+E& orf(f,, t,, t,, b)=-R* % I 

From Lemma 6.3 we conclude that Gn IRR(R,) = T(F- {J h), a), i.e., 
the irreducible ground-terms are exactly those ground-terms not containing 
any occurrences of the function symbols f or h. From the proof of 
Lemma 6.3 we can further conclude the following. 

COROLLARY 6.4. Let t,, tz, t,, t, E T(F - {J h), 0) such that 
f(tl, t,, t,, t4)*l?; $. Then there exist integers i, E (1, 2, . . . . n- 1) and 

. 
12% 13, ..., i, E j2, 3, . . . . n-l> such that t,=uiluj~...ujnu,($), tz=gi,gi2... 
g,g,,($), c~=u~,u~~...L~,~u,($), and t,= # ifi, = 1 or t,=$ ifi, > 1. 

Using this observation we see that the pair (f(x, y, x, # ), &) being not 
ground-joinable modulo R implies that (A, B) has a solution. Since 
(f(x, y, X, # ), 8~) is the only unresolved critical pair of R,, this yields the 
following. 

LEMMA 6.5. If R, is not ground-confluent, then (A, B) has a solution. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3(a). To prove part (b) we intro- 
duce the system R, which contains all of the rules of R plus the following 
two rules: 

fk y, -x, # ) -+ &, 
h(x, y) + &. 

Then R, is a finite monadic term rewriting system that is right-linear and 
Noetherian, and that is easily constructible from (A, B). R, is not 
confluent, since the rule f(s, -v, x, # ) + & overlaps with the rule 
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,f(u,(x), g,(y), u,(z), #)-f(?c, J’, Z, $) of R,. As can be seen easily the 
resulting critical pair is not ground-joinable if (A, B) has a solution. On the 
other hand, Lemma 6.3 and Corollary 6.4 still apply, and hence, if R, is 
not ground-confluent, then (A, B) has a solution. This proves part (b) of 
Theorem 3.3. 

7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4 

So far we have presented negative results about checking for ground- 
confluence. Here we shall show that ground-confluence is decidable for 
finite Noetherian term rewriting systems in which each rule satisfies the 
following property (P): (i) the right-hand side is a ground-term, or (ii) the 
right-hand side is a proper subterm of the left-hand side. 

Without loss of generality it is enough to show the decidability of 
ground-confluence for systems whose rules satisfy the following restricted 
version of property (P), which we call (PP): (i) the right-hand side is an 
irreducible ground-term, or (ii) the right-hand side is a proper subterm of 
the left-hand side. We also make use of innermost reductions, whereby a 
term is always reduced at the deepest possible position; in other words, 
reduction steps are applied to positions corresponding to subterms whose 
proper subterms are all irreducible. 

Some further notation is introduced for ease of exposition: two terms t, 
and t, are said to be I-joinable if and only if they are joinable by innermost 
reductions, and they are said to be ground I-joinable if and only if a( t, ) and 
a(tz) are I-joinable for every ground-substitution G. 

The following results are immediate. 

LEMMA 7.1. Let R be a Noetherian term rewriting system. R is ground- 
confluent if and only if every two ground-terms that are congruent modulo R 
are I- joinable. 

LEMMA 7.2. A Noetherian term rewriting system R is ground-confluent ij” 
and only if every critical pair of R is ground I-joinable. 

LEMMA 7.3. A Noetherian term rewriting system R is ground-confluent if 
and only iffor every critical pair (tl, t2) of R and every normalized ground- 
substitution CT, a(t, ), and o(tz) are I-joinable. 

Here a ground-substitution 0 is called normalized, if for each variable x, 
the ground-term a(x) is irreducible modulo R. Thus proving that a term 
rewriting system is not ground-confluent can be done as follows: for each 
critical pair of R, check whether there is a normalized ground-substitution 
under which the terms are not joinable by innermost reductions. We shall 
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show that this is decidable for systems in which every rule satisfies property 
W). 

From condition (PP) we can immediately infer the following. 

LEMMA 1.4. Let R be a Noetherian term rewriting system each rule of 
which satisfies property (PP). Let 1 -+ r be a rule of R and let o be a ground- 
substitution such that every proper subterm of a(1) is irreducible. Then a(r) 
is irreducible. 

The following lemma now contains the crucial observations. 

LEMMA 1.5. Let R be a Noetherian term rewriting system each rule of 
which satisfies property (PP). Let s be a term, a be a normalized ground- 
substitution, and let t be a normal form of a(s) obtained by innermost 
reductions. Then the following statements hold 

(a) every step in the sequence of innermost reductions transforming 
a(s) into t occurs at a position of s, and 

(b) at no position of s more than one step is applied. 

Proof (a) This follows from the assumption that Q is a normalized 
ground-substitution and Lemma 7.4. 

(b) This follows from Lemma 7.4, since a reduction step always 
replaces a subterm by an irreducible subterm. 1 

A term t is called quasi-reducible for a given rewriting system R if, for 
each ground-substitution 0, a(t) is reducible modulo R. 

LEMMA 1.6. Given a term rewriting system R and terms s and t, it is 
decidable whether there exists a ground-substitution 8 such that 

(a) e(s) and e(t) are irreducible with respect to R, and 

(b) e(s) z e(t). 

Proof: Consider the rewriting system R, = R u {4(x, x) -+x}, where 4 
is a new function symbol not appearing in R. In (Kapur, Narendran, and 
Zhang, 1986a), it has been shown that the quasi-reducibility of a term with 
respect to a set of rewrite rules is decidable (Theorem 6.1) (see also 
Plaisted, 1985 for a related result). Using that result, the quasi-reducibility 
of d(s, t) with respect to R is decidable. 

If &s, t) is not quasi-reducible, then there is at least one ground- 
substitution 0 such that #(e(s), e(t)) is not reducible. Thus, e(s) and e(t) 
are in normal form, and they are distinct. 1 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a term rewriting system such that every rule of R 
satisfies (PP), and let s and t be two terms. Then it is decidable whether s 
and t are ground I-joinable modulo R. 

Proof: By Lemma 7.6 we can decide whether there exists a ground- 
substitution 0 such that 

(a) Q(s) and 0(t) are irreducible with respect to R, and 

(b) O(s) f @t). 

If such a substitution does exist, then s and t are not ground I-joinable. 
So assume that no such substitution exists. If s and t are not ground 

I-joinable, then there exists a normalized ground-substitution 6’ such that 
e(s) and Q(t) are not I-joinable as otherwise s and t would be ground 
I-joinable. The existence of such a ground-substitution 8 can now be 
decided using narrowing (see Hullot, 1980 for definitions). 

By Lemma 7.5, for any normalized ground-substitution 0, innermost 
reduction sequences to obtain normal forms of e(s) and d(t) involve reduc- 
tions only at positions of s and t, respectively, and at every one of these 
positions at most one step is applied. Hullot (1980) proved a technical 
result (Theorem 1) which he informally described as follows: for any term 
172 and a normalized substitution rr, any reduction sequence from a(m) can 
be “projected” on a narrowing sequence from m and conversely, any 
narrowing sequence from m may be considered as the “projection” of a 
certain class of reduction sequences. From that result, it follows that 
corresponding to the innermost reduction sequences on 8(s) and e(t) 
discussed above, there are narrowing sequences involving the same 
positions and the same rules. 

Consider the positions in s and in t in innermost order. For each of these 
positions we can choose a rule to use in narrowing, thus obtaining a sub- 
stitution (T that is the composition of the substitutions found in the single 
steps of narrowing. Since there are only finitely many choices involved 
(determined by the number of rules of R), it is possible to generate all 
possible narrowing sequences and their corresponding substitutions. 

For each substitution c so obtained, compute the normal forms n, and 
n, of a(s) and o(t), respectively, that are obtained by the corresponding 
reduction sequences. If s and t are not ground I-joinable, then there is at 
least one such substitution G for which the corresponding normal forms n, 
and n2 have the following property: there exists a ground-substitution p 
such that p(nl) and p(n2) are irreducible with respect to R, and 
p(nl) #p(q). The composition p 0 (i then is the desired ground-substitution 
8. Since by Lemma 7.6 it is decidable whether or not such a ground- 
substitution p exists, this completes the proof of Lemma 7.7. 1 
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From Lemmas 7.3 and 7.7 we obtain 

THEOREM 3.4. It is decidable whether or not a finite Noetherian rewriting 
system R in which, for every rule (1, r), r is either a ground-term or a proper 
subterm of I is ground-conjluent. 

From Theorem 3.4, the ground-confluence of the rewriting system 
(f(x, xl + x,.0x, e) +x, f(e, x) +x, f(x, i(x)) + e, f(O), x) + e), or any 
subset of it, is decidable, since the right sides of these rules are either 
subterms of the corresponding left sides or are ground terms (this rewriting 
system can be easily shown to be Noetherian). In fact, the ground- 
confluence of a rewriting system consisting of idempotency rules, identity 
rules, and inverse rules, is decidable, since such a system is Noetherian and 
it satisfies the conditions about the right-hand sides of rules required by 
Theorem 3.4. 

From the arguments given above, we also have the decidability of 
ground-confluence for all those Noetherian rewriting systems in which a 
normal form of a ground-term a(t), obtained by applying a ground- 
substitution o to a term t, can be obtained in finitely many steps by 
applying reductions at original positions of t. 

The above algorithm for deciding ground-confluence, however, appears 
to be of a rather high degree of complexity, since it depends upon the test 
for quasi-reducibility which is known to be of high complexity (Kapur, 
Narendran, and Zhang, 1986a, 1986b). 
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